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Care Sector Insurance
With many years’ experience and a passion for the sector,
the Colmore Charity & Care team can help guide your care
organisation through the exposures it faces, recommending tailor
made policies and advice to protect you against both general
business risks and those risks specific to your sector. This leaves
you to focus on the tasks that matter to your organisation.

Care Sector
Insurance
In the highly regulated care sector it
is more important than ever that care
providers work closely with an insurance
broker who understands the regulations

Examples of care organisations we are able to provide
insurance cover for include:
	Residential care homes for the elderly, people with
learning/physical disabilities and people with mental
health issues

under which they operate and the

	Sheltered or assisted living accommodation
for vulnerable adults

exposures they face. Insurers, more so than

	Hospices

ever, are using Care Quality Commission

	Moving on/transition accommodation

reports to underwrite care risks, and this

	Respite care accommodation

has a direct impact on whether you can
obtain cover and at what cost.

The team at Colmore Insurance Brokers has many
years’ experience placing cover specifically for the
care sector and we can assist with:
	Reviewing CQC reports and fully detailing
to insurers any improvements required,
the reasons why improvements have been
identified, and the action plan designed to
resolve the issues detailed
	Reviewing the adequacy of the period of
indemnity for business interruption, taking into
account CQC requirements and the need for a
design specific re-build so as to meet current
care and building regulations
	Ensuring liability cover extends to cover
potential abuse related claims

	Rehabilitation centres
	Centres providing day care
	Children’s homes

Our capability and values
Every client matters to us. We are resolved to making sure
this is constantly reflected in the service we offer. The values
upon which Colmore Insurance Brokers has been established
guide our daily operations and ensure that we remain
attentive to the requirements of our clients at all times. We
do this through our integrity, expert advice and our focus and
passion to helping you, our client.

Contact
For more information contact
the Colmore Charity & Care team:

	Explaining the differences between a typical
treatment cover extension and medical
malpractice cover

Andrew Copeland, Director
t: 0121 227 5713
e: andy.copeland@colmoreinsurance.co.uk

	Highlighting the need to cover employed
nurses for malpractice

Our office
t: 0121 796 5590
e: charityandcare@colmoreinsurance.co.uk
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